
Botanical Name: Boesenbergia rotunda
Country of Origin: Thailand
Extraction Method: Steam Distilled
Plant Part: Rhizomes
Strength of Aroma: Medium
KidSafe: Yes
CCautions: None Known

Basil Linalool, Cajeput, Cedarwood (All Types), Frankincense (All 
Types), Lavender, Lemon, Laurel Leaf, Rosemary 1,8-Cineole, and 
Tea Tree.

Directions

Originating in Thailand, Finger Root is part of the Ginger family. 
Steam distilled from the roots of the Fingerroot plant, this 
incredible essential oil is known for its warm, camphorous 
aroma that is fresh and slightly floral. Finger Root can be used 
to help support a healthy digestive system and offer relief from 
occasional digestioccasional digestive upset. The aroma of Finger Root Essential 
Oil is especially useful when suffering from a queasy stomach. 
The calming properties can be useful to help promote a 
positive atmosphere that will help you cool down when 
feelings of anger are prevalent. 

Finger Root Essential Oil is another great choice to clear 
congestion in the head and chest. Use it in an Aromatherapy 
Inhaler or in your AromaInhaler or in your AromaFuse Diffuser to clear up your head and 
chest, and breathe easier. Finger Root Essential Oil can be used 
for hair care to promote a healthy, itch-free scalp caused by 
dryness and weather change. Add to your favorite shampoo 
and your scalp will be nourished and itch-free. Finger Root is an 
incredible oil that is versatile in its therapeutic properties. 

Blends Well With

Description

For a travel recipe to help quell queasiness, add 5 drops of Finger 
Root, Mandarin, and Ginger to a Personal Aromatherapy Inhaler. 
Inhale when needed to help ease the queasiness and make travel 
less stressful. Add a few drops to your favorite shampoo to help 
relieve dry, itchy scalps.

         Finger Root Essential Oil
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